Within this study we propose a stochastic approach to simulate soil water dynamics in the 6 unsaturated zone by using a non-linear, space domain random walk of water particles. Soil 7 water is represented by particles of constant mass, which travel according to the Itô form of 8 the Fokker Planck equation. The model concept builds on established soil physics by 9 estimating the drift velocity and the diffusion term based on the soil water characteristics. A 10 naive random walk, which assumes all water particles to move at the same drift velocity and 11 diffusivity, overestimated depletion of soil moisture gradients compared to a Richards' solver. 12 This is because soil water and hence the corresponding water particles in smaller pore size 13 fractions, are, due to the non-linear decrease of soil hydraulic conductivity with decreasing 14 soil moisture, much less mobile. After accounting for this subscale variability of particle 15 mobility, the particle model and a Richards' solver performed similarly during simulated 16 wetting and drying circles in three distinctly different soils. The particle model typically 17 produced slightly smaller top soil water contents during wetting and was faster in depleting 18 soil moisture gradients during subsequent drainage phases. Within a real world benchmark the 19 particle model matched observed soil moisture response to a moderated rainfall event even 20 slightly better than the Richards' solver. The proposed approach is hence a promising, easy to 21 implement alternative to the Richards equation. This is particularly also because it allows one 22 to step beyond the assumption of local equilibrium during rainfall driven conditions. This is 23 demonstrated by treating infiltrating event water particles as different type of particle which 24 travel initially, mainly gravity driven, in the largest pore fraction at maximum velocity, and 25 yet experience a slow diffusive mixing with the pre-event water particles within a 26 characteristic mixing time. 27
The soil moisture profile at a given time and within a given spatial discretisation is 116
represented by the spatial density of "water particles" at this time. Water particles are constant 117 in mass and volume. The trajectory of a single particle within a time step t is described by 118 the Itô form of the Fokker Planck equation: 119
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2.2.1
Non-linear dependence of D and k on particle density 130
The obvious implication of the non-linear dependence of the drift velocity and diffusion term 131 on the soil water content is that a short time stepping in combination with at least a predictor 132 corrector scheme is needed to account for the non-linear change of both parameters during an 133 integration time step. 134
135
The non-obvious implication arises from the fact that the soil water retention curve reflects 136 the cumulative pore size distribution of the soil (Jury and Horton, 2004) and the actual soil 137 moisture reflects water that is stored among different size fractions of the wetted pore space. 138
It is well known that water flow velocity decreases with decreasing pore size, which is 139 reflected in the non-linear decrease in soil hydraulic conductivity with decreasing soil water 140 content. However, this non-linear decrease implies that the water particles representing the 141 actual soil water content (t) do not all travel at the same constant drift velocity k((t)) and 142 diffusivity D((t)). In fact only a small fraction of the particles, representing the water in the 143 largest wetted pores, travels according to these values; the remaining water particles, 144 representing water stored in smaller pores, are much less mobile. 145 146 Hence, the D((t)) and k((t)) curves between the actual soil water content (Figure 1) and 147 their minimum values may be regarded as a distribution function of the random walk 148 parameters among the water particles that represent a given soil water content. Essentially, we 149
propose that a correct random walk implementation needs to account for the different mobility 150 of the water particles in different pore sizes by resampling the D and k curves from their 151 minimum to the actual values with a suitable numbers of bins. Contrarily, we expect a naive 152 according to k((t)) and D((t)), to overestimate fluxes and depletion soil moisture gradients. 154
2.2.2
The necessity to operate at high particle numbers 155
Another challenge when treating water flow in a Lagrangian approach is that a much larger 156 number of particles is necessary compared to random walk applications of solute transport. 157
Why so? The latter treats cases when a solute invades a domain with a small or zero 158 background concentration of this solute. The total solute mass in the system can thus be 159
represented by the order of 10 4 -10 5 particles even in large, two-dimensional domains at a 160 good signal-to-noise ratio (Roth and Hammel, 1996; Zehe et al,. 2001 ). In the case of soil 161 water dynamics the "background concentration", i.e. the stored pre-event water mass in the 162 soil profile, is much larger than the input signal of infiltrating event water. The particle 163 number must thus be considerably increased to the order of 10 6 in a one dimensional domain, 164 to ensure that the rainfall input is represented by a number of particles which is sufficiently 165 high for a stochastic approach. 166
Equilibrium and non-equilibrium infiltration 167
Infiltration into the soil at a given t is represented as input of event water particles N in (t) 168 into the upper model element, thereby changing the soil water content by . Local 169 equilibrium conditions, as assumed in the Darcy-Richards concept, imply that water infiltrates 170 into the smallest non-wetted part of the pore space (as sketched in Figure 1 ). Consequently the 171 random walk of the event and pre-event water particles in the largest wetted pores is 172 determined by D(t  and k(t  (Figure 1) . 173
174
A straightforward approach to account for non-equilibrium infiltration is to assume that event 175
water enters into and travels in the coarsest pores of the soil, thereby wetting the path of 176 minimum flow resistance. This implies that diffusive mixing from these coarse pores into the 177 smallest non-wetted part of the pore space is much slower than the gravity driven downward 178 flow. Non-equilibrium infiltration may hence be simulated, by assigning the saturated 179 hydraulic conductivity k s as drift term "event water particles" and assuming small diffusive 180 mixing, for instance the lower 5 or 10% quantile of D(). From the latter we specify the time 181 scales for the event water to mix with the pre-event water as explained further in section 3.2. 
Time stepping and subscale variability of particle mobility 222
For model execution we choose a predictor corrector scheme: we predict the particle 223 displacement for 0.5*t, based on k((t)), D((t)), update (t+0.5*t) based on the new 224 particle density distribution and compute the full time step using k((t+0.5*t)), 225 D((t+0.5*t)). As k((t)) and D((t)) are only available at the discrete nodes of the 226 simulation grid, these are interpolated to the particle locations using inverse distance weights. 227
228
We tested two different approaches to cope with the above explained non-linear dependence 229 of D and k on (t) and thus on particle density. The first, referred to as "full mobility mode", 230 
Particle model versus Richards equation 245
In a set of benchmarks we compared the particle model to a numerical solver of the Richards 246 equation, which was also implemented using Matlab using the same predictor corrector 247 scheme. We simulated wetting and drying cycles for three soils with rather different soil water 248 characteristics ( Table 1) These soils were exposed to simulated wetting and drying cycles characterized in Table 2, 
RESULTS

284
In the following we present final soil moisture profiles simulated with the Darcy -Richards 285 and the particle model for selected runs and compare the temporal evolution of soil moisture 286 profiles in form of 2d colour plots. In terms of computing time we noted no remarkable 287 difference between the particle model and the Richards solver. This is because the code is 288
implemented by relying almost exclusively on array operations, thereby avoiding time-289 consuming loops over all particles. solver and the full mobile particle model during rainfall driven conditions was generally high, 311 regardless of the initial states and rainfall intensities. Small differences occurred in the case of 312 the 40 mm rainfall, where the particle model produced a slightly larger soil moisture at the 313 end of the wetting period (Figure 3 panels a) and c) ). During non-driven conditions the 314 particle model was generally faster in depleting soil moisture gradients compared to the 315 Richards model, as depicted in panels b) and d) in Figure 3 . 316
Young silty soil on schist 317
Simulations of soil water dynamics for the young silty soil on schist, revealed clearer 318 differences between the Richards equation and the full mobility particle model. 
Calcaric Regosol on loess 339
Simulations of soil water dynamics for the Calcaric Regosol on loess were pretty consistent 340 with those carried out for the young silty soil on schist, particularly with respect to the 341 systematic differences between the Richards and the particle model. For a total infiltration of 342 15 mm in 3 h the top 10 to 20 cm, soil moisture simulated with the Richards model was 343 slightly larger than soil moisture simulated with the full mobility particle model, between 10 344 to 40 cm it was the other way around (Figure 6 a and b) . Again we achieved a better match of 345 the Richards model when operating the particle model at a mobile fraction of 10%. In general, 346 differences in model behaviour were more distinct than in the in case of the silty soil on 347 schist. This is likely explained by the even finer pore sizes in the Calcaric Regosol, which is 348 reflected in the corresponding air entry values in Table 1 . water particles as a second particle type infiltrating into the largest pores, which uniformly 372 mixed with the pre-event water particles within the time t mix . particularly when setting the mobile particle fraction to 10%. In this context we compared 427 also the cases of perfect mixing and no mixing between mobile and immobile water particles 428 between different time steps (as explained in section 2.4.2). The second option was clearly 429 superior with respect to matching simulations with a Richards' solver, while the other yielded 430 strong differences. We may thus state that the particle model is a suitable tool to "unmask" a) 431 inherent implications of the Darcy-Richards concept on the fraction of soil water that actually 432 contributes to soil water dynamics and b) the inherent very limited degrees of freedom for 433 mixing between mobile and immobile water fractions. Our findings suggest, furthermore, that 434 P =40 mm in 1h  ini = uniform t sim = 1h P =20 mm in 1h  ini = s-shape t sim = 1h P =20 mm in 1h  ini = uniform t sim = 3h Silty soil P =20 mm in 1h  ini = uniform t sim = 1h P =40 mm in 1h  ini = uniform t sim = 1h P =20 mm in 1h  ini = s-shape t sim = 1h
Input: 20 mm in 1h initial con.: uniform Duration: 2h Calc. Regosol P =20 mm in 1h  ini = s-shape t sim = 1h P =20 mm in 4h  ini = uniform t sim = 4h P =15 mm in 3h  ini = s-shape t sim = 3h P =15 mm in 3h  ini = uniform t sim = 6h 721 
